
Approximate System Weight Analysis 

Average weight analysis  of the System 
Pv Module 1200 Wp (4 X 300 Wp)  70 to 100 Kg based on the panel frame material 
Battery – 1 Kwh Lithium Ion Battery 7 to 15 Kg based on lithium ion chemistry 
1.5 KVA Bio gas Generator  25 to 50 Kg based on the brand  
The control units MPPT and System optimizer  3 - 4 Kg  
BLDC Pump  20 to 25 Kg 

Total system weight range  125 – 194 KG  

 

Important Notes: 

 We target to design the system at 150 – 160 KG. If further reduction in weight is demanded. We can still compromise the 

capacity of PV module ( 900 to 1200 Wp) and battery capacity ( 0.7 to 1 Kwh).  

 Considering the weight constrain of lead acid battery, we planned to use lithium batteries with high cycle life and efficiency. 

The project cost will increase by Rs. 30,000 which is divided into Rs. 3000 per farmer.  

 With the perfectly designed DC micro grid, the system can work even without battery. We value the energy source optimizing 

effect of battery management, which will increase the work output of DG & solar by 30%. If the jury team is not convinced, still 

we can give a simple system without much control and battery at a lower cost of about 3 lakh & the sources is going to 

generate same energy but the practical output of the system may wary. Kindly do not de-rate the system for a novel 

management system. 

 We are planning to customize some of the portable light weight gasoline DC generator to accept the bio gas. By doing this we 

target the combined weight of DC generator and battery to be about 40 Kg. Find the link of 2 KVA gasoline DC generator with 

inverter costing 300 $ http://yxpoker.en.alibaba.com/product/442575149-

212352939/2_0KW_digital_generator_electric_start_with_inverter_OEM_DC_generator.html . We will try to modify it for 

biogas option.  

 The cart & structures will be designed with low weight combination of Aluminum & polymers to handle this weight at the 

system center of gravity. 
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